Optimizing pyramidal silicon substrates through the electroless deposition of Ag nanoparticles for high-performance surface-enhanced Raman scattering
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ABSTRACT

This work describes the direct fabrication of Ag nanoparticles on pyramidal silicon using a facile, one-step, electroless deposition process at room temperature with short reaction time (3 min). The resulting device could use for rapid drug detection based on surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS). The size of the silicon pyramids controlled by altering the texturing time of the silicon substrate. Spin coating was used to enable the rapid deposition of rhodamine 6G molecules (3 min) on the Ag nanoparticles. The resulting pyramidal silicon decorated with Ag nanoparticles provides large specific area as well as hot spots to promote localized surface plasmon resonance, resulting in notable SERS enhancement and a low 5-fluorouracil detection limit (10⁻⁶ M).

1. Introduction

Texturing the surface of silicon substrates to form pyramidal structures is widely used to increase the light trapping and anti-reflection properties of high-performance solar cells [1–6]. A variety of methods have developed for the fabrication of pyramidal silicon, such as wet chemical etching, dry etching, and electrochemical etching [7–11]. Wet chemical etching generally prefers because it can be achieved at a reasonable cost, at industrial scales, without the need for a template [9,12]. Pyramidal silicon widely uses as an active substrate in surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) due to its unique geometric morphology [13,14]. Pyramidal silicon provides a large surface area, and the structures can be adjusted to increase the number of hot spots, thereby enhancing sensitivity to SERS signals [15,16]. Pyramidal silicon with well-separated arrays easily coat with a uniform layer of Ag or Au nanoparticles via thermal evaporation or ion sputtering; however, those methods are expensive and time-consuming [17–19]. In the present study, we developed an inexpensive, facile electroless deposition method to enable the growth of Ag nanoparticles directly on pyramidal silicon.

The electroless deposition has been studied extensively for the deposition of Ag dendrites on a silicon substrate, due to its simplicity and potential for large-scale manufacturing [20,21]. The electroless deposition could also be used to deposit Ag nanoparticles on silicon nanowires for SERS applications [22,23]. Nonetheless, despite considerable research into the electroless deposition of Ag nanoparticles as a SERS substrate, few researchers have investigated the relationship between the size of the pyramidal structures and the Ag nanoparticles regarding their effects on SERS applications.

2. Experimental

2.1. Synthesis

Pyramidal silicon was fabricated by wet texturing single-crystal silicon wafers in 0.9 M potassium hydroxide (KOH) and 0.64 M aqueous ethanol solution for an appropriate duration. This process facilitated by the anisotropic etching characteristics of single-crystal silicon. Ag nanoparticles were grown on the surface of the pyramidal silicon using electroless plating in 10 mL of aqueous solution containing the concentrations of 8 mM silver nitrate and 90 mM hydrofluoric acid for 3 min. The substrate was then washed using deionized water and ethanol, and dried under air purge.

2.2. Characterization

The morphology of the Ag nanoparticles was examined using a field-emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM, Hitachi S-4800) at a...
low accelerating voltage (10 kV). The crystalline phase of the Ag nanoparticles was identified using an X-ray diffractometer (XRD, Bruker D2 phaser) with CuKα radiation (λ = 0.154 nm). For prepared TEM sample, Ag nanoparticles were released from the substrate surface by sonicating the as-grown sample in ethanol. A small amount of the suspension of Ag nanoparticles dripped on a carbon-coated copper grid. TEM images were obtained using a field-emission transmission electron microscope (FETEM, JEOL-2100F) at a high accelerating voltage (200 kV). The reflection spectra were obtained using UV–vis spectroscopy (PerkinElmer Lambda 650S). Raman spectra were obtained using a confocal Raman microscope (Protrustech MRIS32S, Taiwan) at room temperature in backscattering configuration using a He–Ne laser source with a wavelength of 532 nm.

3. Results and discussion

Figs. 1a–f respectively present cross-sectional SEM images of the pyramid silicon fabricated using 0.9 M of KOH and 0.64 M of ethanol via wet texturing at 80 °C for the different texturing time. The texturing time are (a) 5, (b) 10, (c) 15, (d) 20, (e) 25, and (f) 30 min, respectively. The average heights of the pyramidal structures are 1.9, 2.6, 3.7, 4.9, 6.2, and 5.8 μm, respectively. As shown in Fig. 1g, the height of the pyramidal structures gradually increased with an increase in texturing time, and the highest structures formed after undergoing texturing for 25 min. A further rise in texturing time (30 min) resulted in the destruction of the pyramid structures with a corresponding reduction in height. Ag nanoparticles were then grown on the pyramid silicon by using the electroless deposition in 10 mL of aqueous solution containing an appropriate concentration of silver nitrate (8 mM) and hydrofluoric acid (90 mM) for 3 min. Figs. 2a–f present cross-sectional SEM images showing Ag nanoparticles deposited pyramidal structures of various size (texturing time of (a) 5, (b) 10, (c) 15, (d) 20, (e) 25, and (f) 30 min, respectively). The Ag nanoparticles completely covered the pyramidal silicon, stacking in top area to form Ag dendrites.

Fig. 1 presents TEM image of an Ag nanoparticle with an oval structure. Fig. 3b displays a high-resolution (HR) TEM image of an Ag nanoparticle with lattice fringe measured at 0.238 nm, which corresponds to the d-spacing of the (111) crystal plane of cubic Ag (JCPDS Card No. 04-0783). As shown in Fig. 3c, XRD diffraction was used to characterize the crystal structure, and orientation of the Ag nanoparticles is decorating the pyramid silicon. The crystalline peaks of the Ag nanoparticles observed at the 20 positions of 38.1°, 44.3°, 64.5°, and 77.4° can respectively assign to the refractive index of (111), (200), (220), and (311) planes, in accordance with the cubic structure of Ag crystals. One peak observed in the silicon at a 20 position of 69.1° can be assigned to the (400) plane by the cubic structure of Si crystals. Figs. 3d and e present the reflectance spectra of plain silicon and pyramidal silicon, respectively. It is a clear indication that the pyramid silicon produced a gradual decrease in the refractive index between the surface of the silicon and the ambient air. Also, the Ag nanoparticles on the pyramidal silicon were also shown to reduce reflectivity, thereby allowing more of the light to be trapped, as shown in Fig. 3f.

In order to evaluate the importance of Ag nanoparticles on the different sizes of pyramid silicon can achieve high SERS response of the Raman marker molecule. Herein, the influence of texturing time on Raman intensity of rhodamine 6G (R6G, 10−8 M) investigated, as shown in Fig. 4. Immersion is generally used to adsorb organic molecules on SERS substrates; however, this typically requires deposition time on the scale of 6 h [24,25]. In this study, we used a spin coating to shorten the deposition time to just 3 min (2-min holding time and 1-min spin coating). As shown in Figs. 4a–d, longer texturing time was shown to increase the intensities of Raman signals corresponding to the vibrational modes of R6G from the in-plane vibration of C–H bond (1185 cm−1) and aromatic C–C stretching vibrations (1311, 1360, 1507 and 1645 cm−1) [13,26–29]. It was not unexpected, because any increase in the density of Ag nanoparticles on pyramidal silicon will increase the number of hot spots and thereby enhance SERS activity [30]. Extending the texturing time to 30 min led to a decrease in SERS
Fig. 2. Cross-sectional SEM images showing Ag nanoparticles deposited on pyramidal silicon that underwent wet texturing for periods of (a) 5, (b) 10, (c) 15, (d) 20, (e) 25, and (f) 30 min, respectively.

Fig. 3. (a) TEM image of Ag nanoparticle in Fig. 2(e); (b) HRTEM image of Ag nanoparticle in (a); (c) XRD pattern of Ag nanoparticles in Fig. 2(e); reflection spectra of (d) bare silicon, (e) pyramidal silicon (25 min), and (f) pyramid silicon (25 min) with Ag nanoparticles.

Fig. 4. SERS spectra of R6G solution ($1 \times 10^{-8}$ M) on pyramidal structures with Ag nanoparticles: texturing time of (a) 0, (b) 5, (c) 15, (d) 25, and (e) 30 min, respectively.

Fig. 5. SERS intensity of R6G peaks (Fig. 4) at 1360, 1507, and 1645 cm$^{-1}$ as a function of the texturing time.
activity (Fig. 4e), which can contribute to the destruction of the pyramid structures and a reduction in the number of hot spots. Also, this phenomenon can be observed more clearly by comparing the intensity of the three Raman signal peaks at 1360, 1507, and 1645 cm⁻¹ in Fig. 5. The silicon texturing time must be carefully controlled to ensure the high-density deposition of Ag nanoparticles to produce a large number of hot spots required to maximize the SERS effect.

We investigated the SERS properties of Ag nanoparticles on pyramid silicon using 5-fluorouracil (5-FU) as a probe molecule. 5-Fluorouracil (5-FU) is an antimetabolite of the pyrimidine analog type and a well-known anticancer drug widely used in the treatment of solid cancers, such as stomach, colon, lung, and breast cancers [31,32]. Fig. 6 presents the Raman spectra of 5-FU with Ag nanoparticles of various concentrations (10⁻³ to 10⁻⁶ M) on the pyramid silicon (texturing time of 25 min). The Raman signals corresponding to the vibrational modes of 5-FU are pyrimidine ring breath (786 cm⁻¹), ring plus C – F stretch (1235 cm⁻¹), ring plus C – H wag (1334 cm⁻¹), ring plus N – H wag (1399 cm⁻¹), and symmetric C=O stretches (1658 cm⁻¹), respectively. The SERS peaks of 5-FU increased gradually with the concentration of the 5-FU. Herein, we selected the band at 1658 cm⁻¹ as the marker band for 5-FU due to its ideal peak profile. The intensity of the Raman peak at 1658 cm⁻¹ dropped rapidly with a decrease in the concentration of 5-FU; however, it remained observable even at a 5-FU concentration of 10⁻⁶ M.

4. Conclusions

This paper describes a facile electroless deposition method for the growth of Ag nanoparticles on pyramidal silicon at room temperature with a reaction time of just 3 min. Our results indicate that the silicon texturing time must be carefully controlled to promote the growth of Ag nanoparticles at densities sufficient to produce hot spots suitable for SERS activity. The deposition of Ag nanoparticles on pyramidal silicon was also shown to provide an excellent platform for the SERS detection of 5-FU (10⁻⁶ M), and could no doubt extend to other SERS sensing systems.
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